The database programming language Heraclitus Alg,C] is an extension of the C programming language that supports the relational algebra and novel constructs related to the speci cation of these semantics. In particular, the language supports deltas as \ rst-class citizens" { these are values corresponding to database updates, which may or may not be applied. Unlike previous work on di erential les and hypothetical relations, Heraclitus supports operators for combining deltas, and also alternative implementations that incorporate the impact of deltas into conventional database operators (e.g., join). This paper describes the design and preliminary implementation of Heraclitus Alg,C]. Two strategies for providing access to deltas have been implemented, one hash-based and the other sort-based. Initial evaluation of system performance demonstrates the feasibility of the language.
INTRODUCTION
\Active" databases generally support the automatic triggering of updates as a response to user-requested or system-generated updates. Many active database systems, e.g., CCCR + 90, Coh86, MD89, Han89, dMS88, SIG89, SJGP90, WF90, ZH90], use a paradigm of rules to generate these automatic updates, in a manner reminiscent of expert systems. Active databases have been shown useful for constraint maintenance Mor83, CW90, HJ91a] , incremental update of materialized views CW91], query rewriting SJGP90], database security SJGP90]; and hold the promise of providing a new family of solutions to the view and derived data update problem CHM92] and issues in heterogeneous databases CW92]. Active database technology will also play an important role in the development of \mediators" Wie92] for supporting database interoperation.
As discussed in Section 2 (see also HJ91a, HW92, Sto92] ), each of the active database systems described in the literature uses a di erent semantics or \execution model" for rule application. The variety of alternatives found in active database systems highlights the fact that the \knowledge" represented in them stems from two distinct components: the rule base and the execution model Abi88]. It appears that di erent execution models will sometimes be appropriate even within a single database, and that a xed collection of choices is unlikely to su ce. There is a need for high-level constructs that permit database designers and programmers to specify and implement system modules using customized execution models.
The Heraclitus project HJ91b, JH91, GHJ92] is focused on the development of database programming language constructs and techniques that can be used to specify and implement alternative, interchangeable execution models for active database systems. Our current focus is to provide language constructs that support (a) the use of multiple virtual states in rule conditions and (b) a wide variety of semantics for applying rules and combining their e ects. This paper focuses on developing the Heraclitus paradigm in connection with the pure relational model (no duplicates or tuple-ids). Research has also been performed on extending the Heraclitus paradigm to object-oriented databases BDD + 95, DHDD95, DHR96] .
The basic novelty in the Heraclitus framework is to elevate deltas, i.e., values corresponding to database updates, which may or may not be applied, to be \ rst-class citizens" in database programming languages. Operators are provided for explicitly constructing, accessing and combining deltas. Of particular importance is the when operator that permits hypothetical expression evaluation: expression E when evaluates to the value that E would have if the value of were applied to the current state. This allows deltas to be used to represent virtual states, and also supports hypothetical database access.
We have implemented Heraclitus Alg,C], a database programming language (DBPL) that extends C to incorporate the relational algebra and deltas and their operators. The implementation has two primary components, a preprocessor and HERALD (HEraclitus Relational ALgebra with Deltas), a library of functions supporting relational and delta operators. Of particular interest is the support of \hypothetical" relational operators, which correspond to the traditional relational operators (e.g., select, join) evaluated under a when. HERALD was initially implemented GHJ92] on the Wisconsin Storage System (WiSS) CDKK85], and has now been ported to the Exodus system CDRS86]. HERALD currently supports two strategies for incorporating the e ect of deltas on the relational operators, one hash-based and the other sort-based. This paper describes the design and preliminary implementation of Heraclitus Alg,C], and some applications in connection with active databases and data integration. Section 2 discusses the conceptual underpinnings of deltas and their use in specifying active database execution models and other database applications. Section 3 introduces Heraclitus Alg,C], presenting both algebraic operators and language constructs. Section 4 describes the current implementation of the language, along with analysis of the expected running times for the various algebraic operators. Section 5 shows that Heraclitus Alg,C] can be used to conveniently implement rules and their execution model for the maintenance of materialized derived data. Brief conclusions are o ered in Section 6.
DELTAS, VIRTUAL STATES, AND ACTIVE DATABASE EXECUTION MODELS
This section lays a conceptual framework for understanding much of the current research in active databases. In particular, we show how access to both deltas and virtual states are useful in the context of active databases, and illustrate how the Heraclitus paradigm can be used to provide this access. Some of this material also appears in HJ91b], and is included here to make the current paper more self-contained. At the end of the section we brie y sketch other database applications where this paradigm may be useful, and compare our deltas with related work on hypothetical relations and di erential les.
Active databases
A wide range of active database systems have been proposed in the literature. The most crucial di erences between their execution models stem from choices concerning (a) how and when rules should be red, (b) the expressive capabilities of the rules, and (c) how the e ects of rule rings should be combined. With regards to (a), three approaches have been proposed: (i) transaction boundary rule ring, which occurs only at the end of the user transaction (e.g., Starburst, RDL1, LOGRES, AP5); (ii) interleaved rule ring, where rule application is interleaved with the atomic commands of a user transaction (e.g., POSTGRES SJGP90], among others Han89, KDM88, MP90, MD89]); and (iii) concurrent rule ring (e.g., MD89, BM91]), in which rules may spawn concurrent processes in a recursive fashion. The Heraclitus paradigm can be used to specify many of these design choices; in this subsection we focus on transaction boundary rule ring, and brie y discuss interleaved rule ring.
Under transaction boundary rule ring, rule application constructs a sequence of \virtual states" S orig ; S prop ; S 2 ; S 3 ; : : :; S curr of the database, where S orig is the \original" state and S prop is the result of applying to S orig the set of user-proposed updates collected during the transaction. As a simple example, consider a relational database for inventory control in manufacturing. Figure 1 shows two relations used by a hypothetical bicycle manufacturer. The Suppliers relation holds suppliers and the parts they supply, and the Orders relation shows currently un lled orders for parts. Other relations, not shown here, might hold information about the parts usage of di erent bicycle models, and the expected demand for these parts based on the production schedule of the company.
Consider now the referential integrity constraint stating that if there is an order for part p from supplier s, then the pair (s; p) should be in relation Suppliers. A possible rule for enforcing this might be written as R1 : if Orders(part; qty; supp; exp) and not Suppliers(supp; part) then ?Orders(part; qty; supp; exp)
In the pidgen syntax used for this rule we follow the style of many active database systems. In particular, (a) the \if" part, or condition, is a boolean expression { the rule can \ re" only if this expression evaluates to true; (b) the \then" part, or action is an imperative command that executes when the rule res; and (c) it is implicit which virtual state(s) are being considered by the conditions and actions. In typical active database systems, if at some point in the application of rules the state S curr satis es the condition of R1 for some assignment of variables, then the action may be red, depending on the presence of other rules whose condition is true. We say that rule R1 uses a \one-state" logic, because the rule condition examines a single state, namely the \current" one. RDL1, LOGRES, and most expert systems (e.g., OPS5 BFKM85]) support only a one-state logic.
In the context of databases, a problem with rule R1 is that the appropriate response to a constraint violation may depend on how the violation arose. Rule R2 below deletes all violating orders if a pair is deleted from the Suppliers relation, but if the violation is the result of an update to Orders The signed atoms in the conditions of these rules refer to proposed updates, rather than any database state. The action of R2 uses \wildcards" (denoted '); these match any value.
In essence, the conditions of rules R2 and R3 make explicit reference to the delta between two virtual states. Of course, some design choice needs to be made about which pair of virtual states should be considered. The AP5 system focuses on the delta between S orig and S curr : Returning now to the full range of design choices for active database execution models, the Heraclitus paradigm can also specify interleaved rule ring. In this case, the user transaction and the rule actions are broken into a sequence of atomic updates, and rules are invoked immediately upon a condition becoming true. There is the possibility of intricate recursive rule ring, and it is hard to associate an intuitive meaning to the sequence of virtual states constructed. As a result, the rule conditions in these systems typically give explicit access to the \old" and \new" values of certain tuples, but not to multiple virtual states. Heraclitus also permits \hybrid" execution models, which combine aspects of both interleaved and transaction boundary rule ring. At present, the primary focus of the Heraclitus project is on sequential processing; incorporation of concurrent rule ring is a subject of future research.
Heraclitus gives broad latitude with regards to dimensions (b) and (c) mentioned above. For this reason, the Heraclitus paradigm, and Heraclitus Alg,C] in particular, can serve as a exible platform for specifying a wide variety of execution models for active databases. We expect this to be useful both in developing customized execution models, and in comparing them, both experimentally and analytically.
Other applications
We now brie y outline a few other applications of the Heraclitus paradigm. We feel that the Heraclitus paradigm will be useful in implementing and understanding a variety of database issues, including (1) hypothetical database access, (2) version control, (3) concurrency protocols, and (4) update con ict resolution. With regards to (1), it is possible within Heraclitus to specify deltas that have meanings such as \Add 2 weeks to the Expected value for all orders with quantity > 500" or \Cancel all orders with Expected in the month of October". Queries are now easily speci ed against hypothetical states using arbitrary combinations of these deltas and the when operator (see Subsection 3.3). With regards to (2), alternative versions might be represented using deltas. Because Heraclitus provides explicit access to deltas, it can provide both a exible platform for developing customized version control frameworks, and for experimentally comparing them. Turning to (3), deltas appear especially useful in connection with long transactions. For example, protocols could be developed in which certain short transactions can be executed during the running of a long transaction, and a delta recording the impact of the short transaction could be stored and applied after the long transaction nishes. This kind of \soft commit" could increase concurrent access to databases. Finally, (4) addresses situations in which multiple con icting updates are presented to a database system. This could arise, for example, in managing a forest re, where di erent observers give con icting information about current status of the re. One approach to nding a coherent update is to extend active database techniques, so that rule conditions can explicitly access multiple deltas corresponding to the di erent proposed updates.
Related techniques
This section concludes with a brief comparison of the Heraclitus paradigm with related techniques.
Di erential les SL76] are a low-level implementation technique that support e cient representation of multiple versions of a database. Unlike di erential les, deltas in the Heraclitus framework are manipulated directly by constructs in the user-level programming language. Furthermore, we support a family of operators for explicitly constructing and combining deltas, in addition to those for explicitly and hypothetically accessing them.
A version of hypothetical relations is introduced in WS83]. While the work there describes carefully crafted implementation strategies for such relations, it cannot easily be extended to provide the full generality of delta usage supported in the Heraclitus framework.
It has been suggested that a reasonable approach to support the basic functionality of the when operator would be to augment existing concurrency control mechanisms, using the following steps: (a) evaluate E when by applying it to the database (but don't commit), (b) evaluate E in the context of the new database, and (c) rollback the transaction in order to undo . While this rollback technique will be useful in some contexts, it is just one of several feasible implementation strategies that warrant investigation. In the case of complex algebraic expressions involving several not necessarily nested deltas, it may be more e cient to incorporate optimization of when into the conventional optimization of the other algebraic operators, rather than relegating it to the orthogonal rollback mechanism. Also, the use of rollbacks to support hypothetical database access may cause unacceptable delays in the concurrency system, complicate the transaction protocols, and degrade the performance of the system.
HERACLITUS ALG,C]
This section describes the language Heraclitus Alg,C] from a user's perspective. The discussion begins with an abstract perspective on deltas, then presents a speci c realization for the relational model of deltas and their algebraic operators, and nally describes how this is embedded into the C language.
The abstract perspective
The foundation of the Heraclitus paradigm is the notion of delta values, sometimes called simply deltas; these are functions that map database states to database states. Intuitively, a delta can be thought of as a \delayed update", i.e., a command that can be used to update a given database state, but is not necessarily applied. Three operations are fundamental to deltas: applying them to the current database state to obtain a new one; composition, and when. The when operator provides hypothetical expression evaluation: the value of E when in state DB is the value of expression E evaluated in the state resulting from the application of the value of delta expression on DB.
The notion of delta and these basic operators provide a powerful paradigm for supporting a wide variety of database applications, across a wide spectrum of database models. In the rst phase of the Heraclitus project we are focusing on the development of a comprehensive realization of this paradigm and its application for the pure relational model; we plan to extend the paradigm to an object-oriented database model in the near future.
Several factors a ect the speci c realization of the Heraclitus paradigm. Obviously, we expect that all deltas considered are computable. Furthermore, the family of deltas that can created should be closed under composition. Even in this case, there is a trade-o between the expressive power of the familyof deltas incorporated, and the e ciency with which they can be stored, manipulated, and accessed. In Heraclitus Alg,C] we provide a natural tabular representation for a restricted family of deltas that permits e cient manipulation. Importantly, the family of deltas supported is su cient to specify a wide variety of active database execution models.
The algebraic perspective
To understand the family of deltas supported in Heraclitus Alg,C], we rst describe the tabular representation used for them, and the function that each represents.
A signed atom is an expression of the form + < reln-name > < tuple > or ? < reln-name > < tuple >; intuitively these correspond to \insertions" and \deletions", respectively. In the context of Heraclitus Alg,C], a delta, is represented as a nite set of signed atoms (referring to relations in the current database schema) which does not include both positive and negative versions of the same atom. An example is: We also include a special delta value fail, that corresponds to inconsistency.
For non-fail delta , we set + = fA j +A 2 g ? = fA j ?A 2 g Because we are working with the pure relational model, the signed tuple +Sup-pliers(Trek, frame) can be viewed as a \no-op" in this context; it has no impact when apply is used on the instance of Figure 1 . Deletes are \no-ops" if the associated tuple is not present in the underlying instance. A mechanism to express \modi es" is also incorporated; see Subsection 3.3
We call the composition operator for these deltas smash, denoted`!'. The smash of two delta values is basically their union, with con icts resolved in favor of the second argument. For example, given It is easily veri ed that smash realizes function composition for the family of deltas.
Most active database systems use smash when combining the impact of di erent rule rings. In contrast, AP5 uses a special \merge" operator. The merge, denoted`&', of two non-fail deltas 1 and 2 is given by:
2 if this is consistent fail otherwise Thus, the merge of the two deltas of the previous example is fail. The use of merge yields a more declarative avor than smash; this has been exploited in ZH90] to obtain su cient conditions on rule-bases to ensure consistent termination of rule ring sequences.
Several other binary operators for combining deltas can be de ned, for example, weak-merge, i.e., union but deleting all con icting pairs of signed atoms (cf. SdM88, CCCR + 90]), or union giving priority to inserts in the case of conict. At present Heraclitus Alg,C] provides explicit constructs for smash, merge and weak-merge; other binary operators can be built up from more primitive Heraclitus Alg,C] constructs.
Embedding into C
We now describe how relational deltas and the algebraic operators described above are embedded into C. The primary focus is on Heraclitus Alg,C] expressions for (a) creating deltas, (b) combining deltas, and (c) accessing deltas.
Heraclitus Alg,C] supports the manipulation of both persistent and transient relations and deltas. Suppose that Suppliers and Orders are persistent relations as de ned in the previous section. The following declares two variables for these, and a variable for transient relation Big: relation Supp, Ord, Big; Supp = access_relation("Suppliers"); Ord = access_relation("Orders"); The algebra used is essentially the standard relational algebra, except that system-and user-de ned scalar functions can be used in projection target lists, and in selection and join conditions (e.g., project( Part, Qty*2], select( ffoo(Sup)>Qtyg, Orders)) for user-de ned function foo).
Deltas are supported in Heraclitus Alg,C] by the type delta. Deltas can be created using atomic commands, such as delta D1, D2; D1 = del Supp("Campy","pedals")]; D2 = ins Big("brakes",500,"Shimano", "9/20/93")];
After execution D1 has f?Suppliers(Campy; pedals)g and D2 has f+temp14(brakes; 500; Shimano; 9=20=93)g, where temp14 is the relation identi er chosen during program execution for the transient relation Big. The bulk operator can be used to construct a \large" delta from data currently in the database. For example, More generally, the rst argument to bulk must be, what amounts to, an atomic delta expression containing scalar expressions built up from column names and scalar values. These names are assigned possible values by the second argument to bulk, which must be a relation expression. Thus, a bulk operator can be viewed as a composition of relational projection followed by parallel creation of atomic delta expressions.
Heraclitus Alg,C] also supports atomic modify expressions, such as mod Ord("brakes",150, "Campy", "9/1/93; "brakes", 150, "Shimano", "9/6/93")]. Evaluation of this expression depends on the current state: if (brakes; 150; Campy; 9=1=93) is present in Orders (as it is in Figure 1) Figure 2 ) then the expression evaluates to the empty delta. We have experimented with permitting explicit modi es inside of delta values, on an equal footing with deletes and inserts. However, as reported in GHJ92], the semantics for consistency and for smash become quite cumbersome in that framework. This has lead us to the compromise that they can be written explicitly, but their value depends on the state. Regardless of this decision, the presence of modify expressions in a program may give the compiler opportunities for optimization (e.g., by avoiding two traversals of an index).
Heraclitus Alg,C] also permits \wildcards" in delete and modify commands. Wildcards, denoted by`*', match any value. Evaluation of expressions with wildcards again depends on the current database state.
Deltas may be combined using smash (!), merge (&), and weak-merge explicitly. A fourth operator, compose, is also supported; this is described shortly.
We now turn to the four operators for accessing deltas. The rst is apply: the command apply ; rst evaluates and applies the resulting delta value to the current state. Hypothetical expression evaluation is supported by the when operator. As a simple example, Big = select({Qty > 300}, Ord) when ( mod Ord("brakes",150,"Shimano","9/6/93"; "brakes",500,"Shimano","9/20/93")] & ins Ord("light",300,"Cat Paw","9/3/93")]); when evaluated in Figure 2 yields f(frame; 400; Trek; 8=31=93); (brakes; 500; Shimano; 9=20=93)g. Importantly, side-e ect free functions can be called within the context of a when. Nesting of when's is also permitted { it is easily veri ed that (E when 1 ) when 2 E when ( 2 ! ( 1 when 2 )) This plays a key role in the implementation of delta expressions consisting of nested when's.
The nal operators for accessing deltas are peeking expressions; these permit the programmer to directly inspect a delta. The expression peekins(R; ) evaluates to the relation containing all tuples that are to be inserted into R according to the value of , and the expression peekdel(R; ) evaluates analogously. For example, peekdel(Supp, del ("Campy",*)]) evaluates in Figure   2 to f(Campy; brakes); (Campy; pedals)g.
The compose operator, denoted`#', has the property that the command apply ( 1 # 2 ) is equivalent to (apply 1 ; apply 2 ;). Compose is de ned in terms of smash and when, by 1 # 2 = 1 ! ( 2 when 1 ): This de nition indicates the di erence between smash and compose. In 1 ! 2 , both 1 and 2 are evaluated with respect to the current state, then smashed, and then applied to the current state. In 1 # 2 , 2 is evaluated in the state resulting from the application of 1 to the current state. This is reminiscent of the \phantom" problem in database transaction processing. It is straightforward to verify that compose is associative.
Compose is especially useful in the context of hypothetical database access. We present an example involving two functions. The rst function builds a delta that has the e ect of canceling all October orders: delta cancel_Oct_orders() {return bulk(del Ord(Part,Qty,Sup,Exp), select({in_Oct(Exp)},Ord);}
The second one builds a delta that delays the expected date by two weeks of all orders with Qty > 500: delta delay_big_orders() {return bulk(mod Ord(Part,Qty,Sup,Exp, Part,Qty,Sup, add_two_weeks(Exp)), select({Qty > 500}, Ord));} Suppose that the function total brakes on order computes the total number of brakes on order. Then the expression total_brakes_on_order() when cancel_Oct_orders() # delay_big_orders() performs a hypothetical evaluation of total brakes on order, assuming that rst the October orders where canceled, and then the big orders were delayed. Note the value resulting from the call to delay big orders takes into account the updates proposed by the value of cancel Oct orders. The following performs the hypothetical evaluation, but with the application of the two delta functions reversed.
total_brakes_on_order() when delay_big_orders() # cancel_Oct_orders()
In general these two expressions will evaluate to di erent values.
Active database examples
This subsection provides a brief indication of how Heraclitus Alg,C] can be used to specify, and thereby implement, a variety of active database execution models. To simplify, we omit consideration of \triggers", and assume rules to have the form: if <condition> then <action> Because Heraclitus Alg,C] provides explicit peeking, triggers can easily be incorporated into the syntax.
Recall the discussion of Subsection 2.1. We adopt here the convention for this discussion that the original database state remains unchanged during rule ring, and that appropriate virtual states are represented and manipulated using deltas. We now specify in Heraclitus Alg,C] the rules R2 and R4 of Subsection 2.1. It is assumed that deltas corresponding to S prop and S curr are maintained by the execution model. Both rules will be functions with two arguments, although R2 uses only the delta corresponding to S curr .
In Heraclitus Alg,C], coordinate positions are indicated using the`@' symbol. Typing information is also included here to simplify the task of pre-processing into C, given the fact that relation signatures can change over the lifetime of a program. Thus, in the rule rule R2, @c1 refers to the rst coordinate of the output of the peekdel, which has type character string. The following function speci es an execution model that takes in a delta corresponding to a user-requested update and applies the rules according to a speci c algorithm. Here we use the copy (`<<') operator;`curr << prop;' copies the signed atoms associated with delta variable prop into the delta variable curr. The assignment temp = empty delta initializes temp as a transient delta holding the empty delta. The expression curr !<< temp; is equivalent to curr << curr ! temp;, and analogously for &<<. The boolean dequiv checks equality of deltas. Here, the inner loop corresponds to a single, independent (set-oriented) application of each rule in policy, and combines the results using merge. Note that in the inner loop, each rule is evaluated on prop and curr, and the resulting deltas are accumulated in variable temp. The outer loop repeatedly performs the inner loop, using smash to fold the results of each iteration into the value of curr already obtained. The outer loop is performed until either a xpoint is reached, or the inner loop produces the delta fail (either because one of the rules explicitly called for an abort by producing fail, or because in some execution of the inner loop, two rules produced con icting deltas).
Suppose now that there is a second array keys of rule functions capturing key constraints, and that the above execution model is to be modi ed so that after each execution of the inner loop the rules in keys are to be red until a xpoint is reached. Suppose further that these rules use only a single input delta, corresponding to S curr . Now let function apply rules have the following signature delta apply_rules(curr, rule_base, size) delta curr; delta (*rule_base ])(); int size;
and suppose that it applies the rules in rule base until a xpoint is reached. Then the desired modi cation to apply policy can be accomplished by adding curr !<< apply_rules(curr,keys,15);
as the last line of the inner loop. This very brie y indicates the kind of exibility that Heraclitus Alg,C] provides in specifying active database execution models.
We are currently implementing in Heraclitus Alg,C] the (kernel of the) execution models of the Starburst Rule System, AP5, and POSTGRES systems. Speci cations for Starburst and AP5 in Heraclitus pseudo-code were presented in HJ91b].
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF HERACLITUS ALG,C]
The implementation of Heraclitus Alg,C] has two components: HERALD, a library of relational and delta operators built on top of Exodus, and a preprocessor that maps Heraclitus Alg,C] programs into C programs with calls to HERALD. We discuss the pre-processor rst.
The pre-processor
We mention here only of several signi cant aspects of the HeraclitusAlg,C] pre-processor, namely, the implementation of when's.
Consider the expression join( < cond > , R, S) when D. This cannot be evaluated in the traditional bottom-up manner, because the relationships of D with R and S are lost if the join is performed. Instead, the when must be \pushed" inwards, through the join operator, to directly modify the relations. A naive approach to this problem is to have the compiler \replace" the above expression by join( < cond >, R when D, S when D). before passing it to HERALD. A complication arises, however, because Heraclitus Alg,C] permits functions that reference the database state to be called in the context of a when, e.g., goo(u,v) when D. This means that essentially any expression may have to be evaluated hypothetically, but the relevant delta is known only at runtime. In the current implementation we maintain a \runtime when stack". During the execution of a program the top of the stack holds a delta that re ects the full e ect of all deltas relevant to the evaluation of the expression currently under consideration. This has the same impact as pushing when's to the leaves of the syntax tree.
As an aside, we note that in the context of database programming languages such as Heraclitus Alg,C], queries are generally accessible only at runtime due to the presence of function calls. This highlights one of the key di erences between query processing in conventional databases, where the full query tree is available at compile time, and query processing in database programming languages.
HERALD
A central aspect of the HERALD system is to combine the evaluation of when's with evaluation of the algebraic operators, in a manner reminiscent of the traditional relational optimization of combining selects and projects with joins. For example, HERALD provides a hypothetical join function join when, that evaluates the expression join( < cond >, R when D, S when D). without materializing R when D or S when D. HERALD currently supports two strategies for obtaining access to deltas in connection with the hypothetical algebraic operators and other delta operators, one based on hashing and the other on a sort-merge paradigm.
Conceptually, HERALD represents a delta as a collection of pairs (R + ; R ? ), specifying the proposed inserts and deletes for each relation variable R in the program. Here, R + and R ? are called sub-deltas, and are stored as relations (actually, les) in Exodus. Hash-based access is best suited for the situation where a subdelta pair (R + ; R ? ) ts into main memory, and sort-based access is better when a subdelta pair is bigger than main memory.
In the remainder of the section we discuss hash-based and sort-based access to deltas.
Hash-based access to deltas When sub-deltas are small enough to t in main memory, HERALD maintains a hash index on each sub-delta. The hash index key value to address this hash table is composite and computed based on the values of all elds (or attributes) of a record. This implementation technique is e ective as long as a delta ts in main memory. We now describe the low-level algorithms for two representative delta operators, namely select when and join when.
Select when. The input arguments of this operator are: a relation R, a selection condition, a delta , and an output relation. Logically, this opera-tor selects tuples of R that satisfy the selection condition in the hypothetical state proposed by and stores the resulting tuples in the output relation. Its implementation is as follows:
1. open a scan on R 2. get the rst tuple of R (say t) 3. while not EOF(R) do a. evaluate the selection condition for t. If the tuple does not qualify go to step e. b. probe the hash index of R + with t for a matching tuple, if found go to step e. c. probe the hash index of R ? with t for a matching tuple, if found go to step e. d. insert t into the output relation. e. get the next tuple t in R. 4. for each tuple t of R + do a. evaluate the selection condition for t. If t satis es this condition, then insert t into the output relation.
Note that we probe the hash index only if the tuple satis es the selection condition. This minimizes the number of disk accesses because probing the hash index may result in a disk read operation.
We brie y analyze the expected I/O costs of the implementation of select when. Suppose that R + ; R ? are small enough to t into main memory, and that s% of the tuples in R satisfy the selection condition. Assuming that s > 0, the algorithm will call for the following I/Os: Join when. In the current implementation, the binary relational operators use sort-based implementations. In the case of hash-based delta access, a key subroutine for all of them is sort when. Suppose that R is unsorted. The conventional approach to sorting R is to use heap-sort on short (e.g., 100 page) segments of R, and then to perform n-way merges of these segments. In sort when, the impact of a delta is incorporated into the heap-sort. For example, on relation R, as portions of R are read in for heap-sorting, a hashtable for R ? is probed, and the matching tuples are not placed into the heap. Also redundant tuples in R + are marked, to prevent later duplication. After R is completely read, the remainder of R + is also processed by the heap sort to provide additional sorted segments. Then one or more merges is invoked to create a sorted le. In the current implementation for join with hash-based delta access, sort when is used to sort R (as impacted by R + ; R ? ) and S (as impacted by S + ; S ? ), and then a binary merge is used to create the join. Although not currently implemented, this could be optimized by combining the nal merge with the separate merges inside the two calls to sort when.
When using hash-based delta access for these operators, there is an important interaction between the amount of bu er space used by the heap vs. the hash tables. To illustrate, suppose in the abstract that the total available bu er pool consists of 100 frames (and so the heap-sort can perform 100-way merges). Moreover, assume that R consists of 1000 pages, R ? has about 90 pages that will be probed during a pass of R (termed \hitting" pages), and R + is empty.
In this case a 10-page heap could be established, and R ? R ? would be broken into roughly 100 (or fewer) sorted segments. Now a single 100-way merge will yield a sorted version of apply(R; R ? ); total cost is 2jRj + jR ? j. Suppose now that R has 2000 pages, R ? has about 80 \hitting" pages, and R + is empty. It is now optimal to devote 20 pages to the heap-sort and the other 80 to hash probing. (Fewer pages for the heap-sort results in more merge passes; and fewer pages for the hash probing may result in thrashing.) Thus, providing optimal support for hash-based delta access requires the ability to dynamically partition the bu er pool between these two tasks. This capability is supported by Exodus, and we plan to investigate these trade-o s in our future research.
Sort-based access to deltas A delta may be so large that it does not t in main memory, in which case the hash-based implementation will thrash. To remedy this, we have designed and implemented algorithms that access deltas using a sort and merge technique. We now present the low level algorithm for the select when operator; the implementation of other operators is analogous. Heraclitus Alg,C] maintains information on whether relations and subdeltas are sorted, so that one or more of the sorting steps of these sort-based algorithms can be eliminated.
select when. The input arguments of this operator are: a relation R, a selection condition, a delta , and an output relation. We assume that no order is maintained for any of the inputs. A key function used here is select sort which takes as input a relation and a selection condition. As with sort when, this implements a two-phase sort, but in the heap-sort phase it deletes all tuples violating the selection condition.
In the following algorithm, if no tuples satisfy the selection condition (i.e., Temp is empty), then R + is scanned for the qualifying tuples and returns. Otherwise, it sorts the qualifying tuples found in each of R ? and R + into two di erent temporary relations. Next, it performs a three way merge on these relations, inserting one occurrence of entries of R that match with R + (prevent duplicates) and eliminating those that match with R ? (tuples proposed to be deleted).
We now analyze the expected I/O cost of this implementation of select when, under the assumption that the inputs are not maintained in sorted order. Let P(R) represent the number of disk pages for relation R, SP(R) represents the number of disk pages that satisfy the selection condition, and analogously for R + and R ? . We assume that SP(R) the square of the number of available pages in the bu er pool (i.e., that only one n-way merge is need to sort R), and similarly for R + and R ? . The total number of I/Os incurred by the above algorithm can be estimated as the sum of: select sort(R) : P(R) + 2 SP(R) select sort(R + The implementation also handles the case where the input relation and delta are sorted. In this case, only steps (5) and (6) of the algorithm are executed, and the selection condition is incorporated into step (6).
HERACLITUS AND MAINTENANCE OF MATERIALIZED DATA
In this section, we show how the Heraclitus DBPL can be used to conveniently implement rules and their execution model for the maintenance of integrated, materialized derived data. More speci cally, we apply these rules and the execution model to supporting data integration involving object matching, that is, determining when object representations in di erent databases correspond to the same object-in-the-world. The paper ZHKF96] in this book introduces \integration mediators" that support this and more conventional kinds of data integration. One important aspect of integration mediators is that they can materialize, among other things, the correspondence information about object matching. A mediator uses a set of rules to maintain the materialized data.
In this section, we focus on using constructs of the Heraclitus DBPL to implement the rules and an execution model for them. For the sake of clarity, we base our discussion here on object matching between pairs of classes from Before we present the rules and the execution model, we brie y summarize the Student/Employee example in Section 3 of ZHKF96]. In the example, there are two databases, StudentDB and EmployeeDB, that hold information about students at a university and employees in a corporation, respectively. The relevant subschemas of the two databases are shown in Figure 3 . Our example integration mediator maintains correspondence information about persons who are both students and employees.
The example further assumes that a student object s matches an employee object e (i.e., they refer to the same person in the real world) if (1) either s.local address = e.address or s.permanent address = e.address, and (2) their names are \close" to each other according to some metric. The \closeness" of names is determined by a function, called here close names(), that takes two names as arguments and returns a boolean value.
To support the kind of object matching criteria such as those between students and employees, we propose the following general solution. Suppose now that classes A 1 ; A 2 from two source databases represent the same or overlapping interface match_Stud_Emp { string studName; string empName; integer 7] studID;
integer 9] SSN; string local_address; string address; string perm_address; }; Figure 4 The class interface of match Stud Emp, stored in the integration mediator sets of objects-in-the-world. An integration mediator can support matching of objects from these classes by maintaining a match class match A 1 A 2 . As suggested in ZHKF96], each of the source classes will contribute three kinds of attributes to the match class (these sets may overlap), namely identi cation attributes, match attributes, and export attributes. Speaking loosely, the class match A 1 A 2 will hold an \outer join" of the underlying source classes, where each object in match A 1 A 2 represents a single object-in-the-world. Each element of match A 1 A 2 is called a surrogate object. A given surrogate object might represent objects from essentially any subset of the associated source database classes.
The interface of the match class match Stud Emp for the Student/Employee example in ZHKF96] in this book is shown in Figure 4 . The left column of 4 attributes of this class come from the Student class; the other 3 attributes in the right column come from the Employee class. The identi cation attributes are studID and SSN, which are printable keys; the match attributes are studName, local address, perm address, empName, and address; and the only export attribute is studName.
Rule templates
As detailed in ZHKF96], an integration mediator can be generated from highlevel speci cations of the view that is to be supported. A key component here is the generation of rules for supporting incremental update propagation within the mediator. This subsection describes the rule \templates" that are used to generate these rules, and the next subsection brie y describes the execution model that is used when applying the rules.
Reference ZHK95] describes rule templates for a full range of view-de ning operations, including relational algebra and object-matching operations. We focus here on the rule templates for supporting the incremental maintenance of the match class in response of the creation of objects for a source class A i . Analogous rule templates for deletions of source objects are omitted. The two rule templates presented here would be used to generate the rules dealing with the creation of new objects in the classes A 1 and A 2 . The modi cation updates indicated in the second rule action is shorthand for a deletion followed by an insertion. Although the rules generated from the templates described here refer to individual objects, the execution model apply the rules in a set-at-a-time fashion.
rule template for an insertion in Speci c rule instances can be created from these templates in a straightforward manner.
The execution model
A key issue about the execution model is how to maximize the concurrency between the incremental maintenance of the match class and answering queries against it. The incremental maintenance process typically involves ring of multiple rules, and the action part of each rule performs updates to the match class. Traditional approaches would lock the match class during the entire period of an invocation of the incremental maintenance. We propose that the actions do not apply those updates to the matching class, rather the updates are held in a delta match A 1 A 2 . Only when all the applicable rules are red, the match class is then locked and the delta is applied to the match class. Whenever the rules refer to the match class, it refers to (match A 1 A 2 when match A 1 A 2 ) rather then simply match A 1 A 2 .
The execution model has the following steps:
(1) Initialization: Let correspond to the smash of all incremental updates held in the queue that receives relevant net changes reported from the source database. will hold two subdeltas, A 1 and A 2 . In the general setting ZHK95], rules for supporting incremental update propagation in an integration mediator are organized by a directed acyclic graph (DAG), called a View Decomposition Plan. The execution model res the rules in a bottom-up fashion according to this DAG. To provide maximum concurrency, the e ect of all rules can be recorded in deltas until all rules have been red. Then the actual data can be locked while the deltas are applied.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes the current status of the Heraclitus project. A long-range goal is to develop and implement language constructs and techniques for the exible speci cation and implementation of a wide variety of execution models for active databases. The current focus has been on the development of the language Heraclitus Alg,C], that extends C with the relational algebra, deltas, and delta operators, and uses Exodus to provide bulk data access. The main research contributions of the implementation have been (a) understanding feasible physical implementations of the algebraic operators, and (b) understanding the implications of embedding the Heraclitus paradigm for database access into an imperative programming language. As shown here, the delta paradigm and Heraclitus Alg,C] are especially well-suited for working with virtual states, as arise in several active databases in the literature, and for specifying how the results of red rules should be combined. The paper also describes how Heraclitus can be used to provide e ective support for materialized data integration.
Current work on the Heraclitus paradigm has involved the development of a prototype object-oriented version of Heraclitus called the Heraclitus OO] (or H2O) DBPL DHDD95]; and the study of di erent \forms" of deltas for the object-oriented context DHR96]. In connection with data integration, a recent result has been the development of a framework for integration mediators that support a exible hybrid of the virtual and materialized approaches HZ96].
